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ABSTRACT 

In India, most extreme death happens because of road accidents and more than individuals killed in terrorism. It is 

one of the real misfortunes to India caused by a human blunder. This adds to real family languishing and wage over 

dependents and pain for life time or temporary or partial. Government and NGO's have taken numerous exercises, 

mindfulness program, and dispersion of flyers, notices, short motion pictures and so on to come the accident rate 

and by executing different road safety programs. Consistently over 1.5% expansion in road accident and it is around 

more than 6 lakh road accidents in India, for each one moment one road accident and for at regular intervals one 

demise because of road accident. India is losing exceptionally enormous youth as the greatest demise age gather are 

from 16 to 30 years European nations, American and middlest nations have less road accident by receiving multi 

approach road security and activity administration. In numerous nations driving permit will be issued just for a long 

time and should get reestablished driving permit in the wake of going to preparing program with driving tests. Many 

upgrades have assumed and taking position in the plan and nature of road development. Numerous protected 

transport framework, safe vehicles, law are set up. 

 

Keywords: Road Traffic Accidents, Road Management System (RMS), Global Positioning System 

(GPS). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Road safety is important for all road users. Consistently more than one million individuals are harmed in road 

accidents in Europe. Lately, the quantity of vehicles on roads has expanded, as has the quantity of products 

transported by road. This influences road safety to much more essential. Estimations uncover that over portion of all 

deadly work accidents in Europe are road accidents, i.e. crashes while driving or business related driving. Managers 

can impact their laborers' road safety by giving satisfactory assets to driving amid, to, or from work. Road safety 

when all is said in done can be expanded through three primary channels: road clients, the movement condition, and 

the state of the vehicles on the roads.  

Consistently around the globe, very nearly 16000 individuals bite the dust from a wide range of wounds. Wounds 

speak to 12% of the worldwide weight of infection, the third most vital reason for general mortality and the primary 
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driver of death among 20– 40-year olds . The classification of wounds worldwide is commanded by those caused in 

road crashes. As indicated by World Health Organization information, passings from road movement wounds 

represent around 25% of all passings from damage. Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs) are one of the main sources of 

fatalities everywhere throughout the world and the most extreme number of fatalities happen in India consistently 

i.e., around 140000 every year. India adds to eight percent fatalities with just a single percent of vehicle populace 

.National wrongdoing records Bureau measurements demonstrate 15 individuals kick the bucket in our nation 

consistently because of RTAs. The normal cost of RTA s in India is around 12.5 billion dollars (Rs.7 lakh crores). 

This does exclude the monetary weight of perpetual handicap of more than 10 lakh individuals who survive 

significant accidents consistently. 85 % of the casualties of these fatalities are men in the age bunch 20-40 years. 

Greater part of these men are the providers for their families. At show the passing on the roads represent twice more 

than the demise in India by the blend of every genuine ailment like HIV, Malaria, Cholera and so on all set up 

together. A creating nation like India can barely manage the cost of the money related and social weight of road car 

crashes of this extent. The preventive/security measures received to counteract Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs) are 

for the most part in mix of more than one idea or innovation/gadget, as the circumstance of accident itself is 

perplexing in nature. In the mechanized world, there are such a large number of headways in each field. So the most 

recent advancements should be connected, the most recent types of gear might be utilized to anticipate of road 

accidents. This ought to be interlinked with our everyday wok and applications adequately. This paper tosses some 

light on the most recent application by various Organization in India, toward this path.  

1.1 Road accidents  

Road accidents are undesired occasions that prompt damage or passing. These passings and wounds result in huge 

social and monetary expenses. Despite the fact that the quantity of fatalities on the roads has diminished in the 

previous couple of years, over a million people are as yet engaged with road accidents. Around 26,000 individuals 

kicked the bucket in road accidents in Europe (EU-28) in 2014. The greater part of road fatalities include individuals 

inside engine vehicles; the rest are people on foot, cyclists or motorcyclists. Passings and wounds caused by road 

accidents result in huge social and monetary expenses. Moreover numerous word related fatalities happen in road 

activity and transportation crashes. Notwithstanding proficient drivers, different laborers, for whom driving isn't 

their center action, are likewise habitually required to movement by road, e.g. all driving specialists additionally 

utilize the road. Road clients posture dangers to each other. Youngsters, in the vicinity of 15 and 24 years of age, 

confront the biggest hazard in rush hour gridlock: they make up 11% of the Population yet 17% of all road fatalities. 

Walkers, cyclists, moped riders and motorcyclists have higher damage rate per kilometer of movement than other 

road clients.  

Business related accidents out and about may include any activity write. Distinctive movement composes confront 

diverse dangers out and about, and when they are all in a similar space, these dangers increment. Human mistake is 
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frequently observed as the reason for road accidents. While it may not be conceivable to prevent individuals from 

committing errors, these mix-ups require not bring about fatalities. The activity condition must be created such that 

human mistakes don't prompt genuine outcomes.  

1.2 Road accident hazard anticipation  

Road safety implies security for all road clients. Accident chances out and about, amid both business related driving 

and recreation time driving, include dangers to the driver, travelers and other road clients. The present persistently 

changing activity condition requires consistent readiness with respect to road clients. Speeding, inebriated driving 

and inability to wear a safety belt are the three primary purposes behind road accidents. Activity controls are 

planned to diminish the danger of accidents. Enhancing road security includes managing issues identified with road 

clients, the movement condition, and the state of vehicles. Exploring road accidents can likewise avert facilitate 

accidents. Business related road safety ought to be overseen by coordinating it into the game plans for overseeing 

general safety and security at work. Accident anticipation on roads incorporates factors identified with the 

movement condition, vehicles and road clients whether this is work or relaxation related. Business related road 

safety ought to be overseen by incorporating it into the businesses' game plans for overseeing general safety and 

security at work. Business related auto collisions can be forestalled through specialized measures and hierarchical 

measures at working environments, and satisfactory preparing. Moreover, researching road accidents can avoid 

future accidents. As bosses are in charge of the word related safety of their laborers, the accompanying ought to be 

incorporated into the working environment's driving arrangement: 

 

a) Training for employees (safe driving, first aid, loading of vehicles, how to report accidents and near misses on 

the road, etc.) 

b) Appropriate, safe vehicles with appropriate safety devices 

c) Clarification of responsibilities for the maintenance of vehicles and safety devices 

d) Rules prohibiting phone conversations while driving 

e) Rules prohibiting driving under the influence 

f) Schedules made loose enough for safe driving and flexibility of working time 

g) Rules on taking breaks while travelling on the road 

h) A process for gathering and handling accident reports, near miss reports and safety notices from the road. 

 

II. ROAD SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Road safety rules and regulations are designed for the entire country in a manner in which it can be for the best 

interest of the citizens. Certain duties lie with the natives as well. They need to take after the tenets to make the 

execution of the same a win. Road safety rules in India are likewise outlined according to the enthusiasm of the 
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residents. India being a major nation faces the issue of appropriate execution of principles in the whole nation. The 

nation has 28 states which have its own particular administering body and after that the states have towns which 

again have their panchayats; consequently the test of bringing everything under one rooftop is a significant 

assignment. Be that as it may, the constitution characterizes everything wonderfully and has room and extension for 

revisions at whatever point required. Following are a portion of the road safety rules in India for driving:  

 

a) First and the first run of driving is the age. Any individual who is 18 years or more is qualified for driving. The 

driving permit should bear the age of the individual.  

b) Another point which has accomplished significance in the current years is the preclusion of utilizing the cell 

phone while driving. This can cause genuine road accidents which have ended up being lethal much of the time.  

c) We regularly go over hoardings out and about which says don't drink and drive. Regularly when we get up 

toward the beginning of the day, the daily papers include accidents caused because of intoxicated driving in the 

small hours of the morning. Driving and drinking simply don't gel at all and is a savage blend.  

d) Wearing a safety belt while driving is an unquestionable requirement. Both the front seat individuals that are the 

driver and the individual sitting by the driver need to wear a safety belt.  

e) Do not blare pointlessly. Uncommon specify in such manner is puts close to the clinic or school.  

f) The speed constrain has been set for the vehicles for e.g. In a few regions the ordinary speed for autos is 60 km 

and for overwhelming vehicles like trucks or transports is 40 km. this must be taken after coming up short which a 

punishment must be paid.  

g) Red light hopping is an offense. The individual who does this needs to report in the court at a later date as the 

summons achieves the place of remain of the individual. Here and there, the individual is gotten that exact second 

and the permit is taken by the movement policeman. Another discipline is the installment of fine as punishment for 

red light bouncing.  

h) Be additional careful while driving almost a school as little children are regularly discovered intersection the 

road by walking or strolling in the people on foot.  

i) Wait at the zebra crossing when individuals are crossing the road.  

j) Two wheelers should wear protective caps while driving. This is for their own advantage. Indeed, even ladies 

drivers should wear the protective cap while driving a bike. It is an offense in many states coming up short which 

the individual needs to surrender the permit or pay a fine.  

k) As far as the cyclists are concerned, they should keep left out and about while riding their cycles since quick 

moving vehicles drive on the correct side of the road according to movement rules.  

L) Sign sheets are planted on the roads to give a thought regarding the idea of the road.  
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III. IMPORTANCE OF ROAD SAFETY 

Consistently, a large number of lives are lost out and about across the nation, and consistently, road safety turns out 

to be increasingly essential to educate to our kids as they begin their trip as new drivers. As per the Insurance 

Institute for Highway Safety, there were 29,989 lethal crashes in 2014 alone, bringing about an aggregate of 32,675 

passings. That is a considerable amount for a solitary year, and in the event that we need to lessen that number in the 

coming years, it is basic to concentrate on road safety. Everybody figures out how to drive before they go to take 

their driver's test; they take in the principles of the road, how to work their vehicle, what the signs mean, and how to 

move in various conditions, from substantial activity to harsh climate. In any case, as we discover that once and just 

need to recharge our driver's licenses like clockwork, a great deal of us can overlook the significance of the duty we 

go up against as drivers as we move toward becoming gotten in its routine, and this is just a single way that can 

make accidents turn out to be more noticeable on our roads. On the off chance that you need to diminish the hazard 

and improve as a driver, one way you can help yourself as well as other people is to take a protective driving course. 

I know, I know – the exact opposite thing anybody needs to do is take another driving course, yet it truly makes a 

difference! These courses take you back through the majority of the imperative security and safeguard measures to 

enable you to wind up plainly the most secure driver you can be, both for yourself and the various drivers around 

you. You not just figure out how to move your vehicle in all conditions and keep up a vehicle that is protected to 

drive, yet you likewise figure out how to suspect the activities of people around you to keep a accident before it 

happens, and that is genuinely the best sort of driver to be: a guarded one. There's another advantage of experiencing 

guarded driving courses too, and that is the information that you can pass on to your kids. Instructing the current age 

the significance of road safety isn't sufficient; we have to pass these life-sparing propensities on to them too! In the 

event that you don't know where to begin, we've risked assembling a couple of vital safe driving propensities you 

can pass on to your kids previously they even begin to figure out how to drive – believe it or not, you don't need to 

hold up until they're an adolescent before you begin showing them! Showing youthful youngsters safety guidelines 

of the road is an awesome method to guarantee the data is instilled in them so it will probably stay at the front line of 

their brains when they at last hit the road.  

 

The first is to dependably look where you're going, and be aware of your environment. This is for the most part 

instructed when kids are figuring out how to securely cross the road, yet it's similarly as critical in a vehicle! All 

things considered, you're offering the road to a great many different drivers, and in the event that you don't look 

where you're going and have no clue what's happening around you, will probably cause or turn out to be a piece of a 

accident. Second is one that we are helped to remember decently reliably, yet that some still figure out how to 

overlook: Always wear your safety belt. Safety belts are made to help keep us from hurt in case of an impact, and is 

similarly as, if not more essential as wearing a head protector while riding a bicycle.  
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Third, trying to avoid panicking while at the same time driving can educate both tolerance and keep you caution 

while driving, so you can think unmistakably when it truly matters. Consider it: When you are irate, disappointed, or 

disturbed, you're extremely just concentrating on that one thing – the other driver or person on foot or movement 

circumstance that made you be vexed – and that pulls the attention on alternate drivers out and about. Being 

disturbed while driving is a diversion and can get you and likely another person hurt, since you aren't set up for 

anything. The following thing you can show youthful is the principles of the road, and also what the activity signs 

and flags mean. This one is simple, since you can make it an amusement. In case you're continually underscoring the 

principles and signs while you're driving – whether you're on a short drive or long road trip – will keep them at the 

front of their psyches. In case you're doing this, you would then be able to call attention to the signs or make 

inquiries to guarantee they aren't simply tuning in, however keeping up the data, and reward them when they find 

the solution right! In the event that they find the solution wrong, accept the open door to teach them again on the 

tenets, and inquire as to whether they have any inquiries to guarantee lucidity for next time. These are only a couple 

of ways you can show them, and the best part is, you're ensuring you're always mindful also just by taking an 

interest in educating your kids. Only one more secure driver out and about can have an immense effect; envision 

what it resembles to drive out and about on the off chance that we as a whole invested somewhat more energy to be 

better! Of course, accidents happen, yet in the event that we cooperate to instruct ourselves and the ages after us the 

significance of road security, we can work our way toward making that number lower and lower every year, and 

spare a great many lives thus.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Road auto collisions are manageable to healing activity. Many nations have checked the danger of road accidents by 

receiving a multipronged way to deal with road safety that envelops expansive scope of measures, for example, 

movement administration, plan and nature of road foundation, use of wise transport framework, more secure 

vehicles, law authorization, compelling and fast accident reaction and care and so on. The Government alone can't 

handle road security issues. There is a requirement for dynamic inclusion of all partners to advance approach change 

and usage of road security measures. Tending to road safety is exhaustive way underscores the need to include 

different organizations and divisions like safety, transport and police. It helps set up innovative arrangements and 

administration rehearses that give most extreme social comes back from national road safety road ventures. A 

portion of the closed road safety focuses are: 

 

A) Identification of black spots/accidents prone spots. 

B) Emergency vehicles in highways and in cities or Towns 

C) Regional transport office as per traffic density 

D) Special training for drivers driving on very/heavy Vehicles/special vehicles/long body vehicles 

E) Training to public by e-media on road safety awareness 
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F) Round the clock accident relief team at all district Head quarters. 

G) Blood donors list and blood bank facility at major towns. 

H) Road traffic rules implementation. 

I) Educating public on traffic rules regulations 

J) Facilities at road side for maintaining clean India 

K) The safety standards of the vehicles like power steering, abs, beep sound if safety increasing belt were not using 

etc. 

L) No liquors shop in highways or 100 meters surrounding. 

M) Enforcement of strict action on overloading or load projecting outside the body. 

N) Implementing of road safety rules at all levels 

O) Road safety is taken as major criteria in the planning and design of roads 

P) Road safety audits on all highways 
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